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 Indoor modeling is a crucial aspect of architecture, engineering, and 

construction (AEC) projects. While terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) are the 

most popular tool for acquiring indoor geometry, processing point clouds 

from TLS scans with manual methods can be inefficient and error-prone. 

This study proposes a machine learning algorithm to automatically segment 

point clouds acquired by low-cost TLS. Random sample consensus 

(RANSAC), a simple yet effective algorithm for segmenting planar surfaces 

such as walls, ceilings, and floors, is used in the segmentation process. The 

resulting segmentation is then refined using density-based spatial clustering 

of application with noise (DBSCAN) to group nearby points that were not 

segmented correctly by RANSAC into the appropriate segment. The result is 

a segmented point cloud consisting of five indoor elements: wall, ceiling, 

floor, column, and interior. The algorithms were found to be effective for 

segmenting small and simple rooms. For larger or more complex rooms, 

segmentation can be performed by dividing the room into several parts and 

applying the algorithms to each partition. Overall, the study demonstrates the 

potential of machine learning algorithms for automating point cloud 

segmentation tasks in indoor modeling, especially for low-cost TLS scans. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The 3D indoor modeling of the building becomes a prominent issue since building information 

modelling (BIM) was introduced into architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industries [1]. The 

indoor model is important because it serves detailed information about the objects inside the room. The 

information can be used for various things such as reconstruction, documentation, maintenance, and quality 

control until simulation [2]. The 3D indoor model gives a digital representation of a room with 

comprehensive detail so the architect, engineer, and building manager can access information from its digital 

twin to acquire information. It is shown that indoor modeling become one of the main information in 

controlling and managing a building [3]. 

Geometry data of a room for modeling can be acquired with several instruments such as terrestrial 

instruments. However, with the rapid development of 3D acquisition technology, high-definition instrument 

(HDS) instruments are the favorite and most popular in urban use. Terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) as one of 

the HDS instruments can be used to accelerate data acquisition for 3D models. Output or scan result from 

TLS is a point cloud, which is a collection of points. Point clouds with huge sizes and numbers can be used to 

create 3D models. With TLS, it is simpler to make a 3D model due to its ability to capture the point cloud, as 

the point cloud itself is the base data to create a 3D representation. Besides using TLS, point clouds and 3D 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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models also can be acquired using close-range photogrammetry (CRP) method. CRP is a standard 

photogrammetric work, but it has done in a short range between camera and object. CRP is a 

photogrammetric procedure to capture an object within 1 meter to 200 meters from the instrument with an 

accuracy 0.1 millimeter or below that, used for architecture, engineering, and construction [4]. CRP uses the 

same algorithm as the standard photogrammetric procedure, the difference is only the distance between the 

camera and the object [4]–[6]. The output or result of CRP is overlapping photos that can be processed to 

create a set of point cloud. 

Point cloud data, whether from TLS, CRP, or a combination of both have very large and huge 

numbers up to millions of points. Currently, point cloud processing from raw data into a model that can be 

served as indoor geometry for modeling still using manual process [7], [8]. This process is inefficient because 

the number of the point cloud is very large so it is expensive to process and consume many times [9]. Also, 

the manual process is very vulnerable to human error because needed skills to process point cloud. Therefore, 

the problem of point cloud processing is to automate the process from raw data point cloud into 3D indoor 

models or elements efficiently. Automating the process is not an easy task, because point cloud has unique 

characteristics and it is irregular, unordered, and unstructured. It also has a huge number and also noises 

inside, so it is difficult to automate the process [10], [11]. 

Several algorithms have been developed to process point clouds automatically, including a machine 

learning algorithm. Algorithms such as region growing, random forest, random sample consensus 

(RANSAC), density-based spatial clustering of application with noise (DBSCAN), and others have shown 

significant progress to use as point cloud automatic segmentation algorithms [11]. Region-growing 

algorithms use similarity criteria between points such as color and position of points that are close together 

for segmentation criteria. The researches [8], [9] use a region growing for automatic segmentation. However, 

this algorithm is very susceptible to over-segmentation or under-segmentation problems. This algorithm also 

heavily depended on the criteria for growth. It must well define before segmentation, and it can be different 

for a different dataset. Kang et al. [12] improve the region-growing algorithm by using Gaussian and average 

curvature to sort point clouds and set the optimal threshold to optimize the segmentation result. However, this 

research does not specific to indoor applications and lacks comprehensive evaluation metrics. 

Random forest (RF) is a popular machine learning algorithm that is mainly used in classification and 

regression tasks. Several researchers also use this algorithm to classify point cloud data. Even though  

Poux et al. [9] uses a region growing for unsupervised segmentation, in the final classification it then uses the 

RF algorithm, so as [13]. Xue et al. [14] tries to improve the RF algorithm based on iterative closest spectral 

framework (ICSF) algorithm and weakly correlated random forest. Another research by Xing et al. [15] also 

uses an RF classifier for the automatic segmentation of point cloud data in urban areas. Ni et al. [16] presents 

an automated and effective framework for classifying airborne point clouds with RF as its classifier. The 

research that uses the RF algorithm is mostly applied to outdoor and urban areas and very little explanation 

about indoor situations. Even though it is an accurate machine learning algorithm, it is a supervised method 

where it has a high sensitivity to the training data. 

The RANSAC algorithm is also one of the algorithms commonly used for point cloud segmentation 

[17]. The concept is to use the fitting model principle where it does point cloud fitting to a specific model 

[18]. Adam et al. [19] combine RANSAC with 2D photo for segmentation, but this method does not apply to 

indoor model. Li et al. [20] develop RANSAC based on normal distribution transformation (NDT) to choose 

an efficient parameter for segmentation, but this method is hard to implement and needs special knowledge 

for NDT. Research by Runceanu et al. [7] using RANSAC for point cloud segmentation indoors and the 

research focuses on indoor mapping systems and not the algorithm’s efficiency for point cloud segmentation.  

Isa et al. [21] using RANSAC and localization approaches to segment point cloud from TLS data of outdoor 

and indoor scenes in a bell tower, but the data used in the research has a small area and does not explain it for 

extensive indoor applications such as for BIM or 3D indoor navigation. 

DBSCAN algorithm includes a new algorithm in point cloud segmentation, where it segments points 

based on search radius (ε) and a minimum number of point clouds inside one cluster [22]. The researches 

[23], [24] uses DBSCAN to segment the point cloud. Wang et al. [23] use DBSCAN to segment point cloud 

data acquired using airborne laser scanner in an urban area while Czerniawski et al. [24] for indoor 

segmentation. Based on both research, the search radius (ε) is difficult to define, making it a disadvantage of 

this algorithm. Research by Zhao et al. [25] improves the DBSCAN algorithm to solve the lack of automatic 

estimation of parameters, but the research focuses on improving the algorithm based on a mathematical 

approach and not an applicative purpose. 

Based on several research above and the option of a point cloud segmentation algorithm, this 

research uses a combination of RANSAC and DBSCAN to solve the problem of automatic point cloud 

segmentation. The use of RANSAC and DBSCAN for point cloud segmentation algorithms has been widely 

used due to their effectiveness and versatility. RANSAC algorithm itself is not a new algorithm but has been 
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modified and combined with other algorithms for many purposes, including for point cloud segmentation 

[11]. The use of RANSAC proved more effective for point cloud unsupervised segmentation compared with 

other algorithms, such as Hough transform, principal component analysis (PCA), FPFH, and region growing 

[1], [17]. RANSAC is also effective to detect inliers and remove outliers or noise in the dataset [20], which 

makes it a suitable algorithm for this research given that this research uses low-cost TLS. 

DBSCAN algorithm is also an unsupervised segmentation algorithm. The advantage of DBSCAN is 

it does not need several clusters for segmentation, it works based on several parameters. This makes 

DBSCAN different from another unsupervised algorithm such as K-means, where the user needs to define 

several clusters for segmentation. However, DBSCAN still can follow up the K-means in terms of accuracy 

in large datasets [23]. DBSCAN also can detect noise in datasets [22], by separating low-density or noise 

regions with high-density point clouds. It also makes this algorithm suitable for this research due to the 

inconsistency density of the point cloud scanned by low-cost TLS.  

 

 

2. METHOD 

In general, research methodology is divided into four main stages, there are data acquisition, data 

pre-processing, segmentation process, and quality control. This research methodology has been drawn in the 

flowchart shown in Figure 1. Data acquisition is done using low-cost TLS and CRP methods. The point cloud 

from both instruments is then integrated into one dataset. Next, the dataset is pre-processed with several steps 

such as noise filtering, registration, and georeferencing. The processed point cloud is then segmented using 

RANSAC and DBSCAN algorithms. This research will segment indoor point clouds into five classes: ceiling, 

floor, wall, column, and interior. The final stage is to analyze and quality control the segmented point cloud. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Research workflow 

 

 

Point cloud data used in this research is primary data collected by author in a building located at 

Universitas Gadjah Mada. Data acquisition is done using two instruments, there are low-cost TLS and DSLR 

cameras for the CRP method. Low-cost TLS is used to scan room structures such as walls, ceilings, floors, 

and columns while a DSLR camera (CRP method) is used to acquire interior point cloud. Acquisition using 

low-cost TLS is the same as professional TLS where the instrument is set up in the center of the room or in 

an appropriate overlapping position to acquire point cloud data. Meanwhile for CRP method is done using a 

convergent or multi-image method where the camera will move rotating the object. Interior or object that will 

be taken is first stuck with the coded target because many interior objects have smooth and homogeneous 

surfaces. Low-cost TLS result is raw point cloud data in *.TXT format then converted using calibration data. 

While the CRP result is an overlap photo that needs to be processed with structure from motion (SfM) 

algorithm to produce point cloud data. Both point clouds were then integrated and merged into one dataset. 

Pre-processing point cloud aims to prepare the point cloud before automatic segmentation. The  

pre-processing step itself consists of: i) noise filtering, which aims to reduce and minimize noise and outliers 

in point cloud data. This step takes the longest time, even more, consuming than the main process. This is 

because low-cost TLS result has a huge number of noises. The process of noise filtering is done using noise 

and statistical outlier removal (SOR) filters; ii) point cloud registration, which aims to register or combine all 

point clouds from different rooms into one point cloud dataset only. This step makes all rooms connect. The 

registration method used in this research is cloud-to-cloud registration; iii) georeferencing, aims to bring 

point cloud data from a local coordinate into a ground coordinate. This is because there is no position sensor 

such as GPS inside a low-cost TLS instrument, so the result is a point cloud in local coordinates. The 

georeferencing process needs ground control points (GCP) that contain real ground coordinates. This 

research uses four GCP distributed at the corner of the building. 

Point cloud segmentation, as the focus of the research, aims to separate or group point clouds into 

five classes. The process is done automatically using RANSAC and DBSCAN algorithms in the Open3D 

library. All point cloud data is segmented into five classes, there are ceiling, wall, column, door, and interior. 

RANSAC and DBSCAN both are unsupervised segmentation algorithms, so it does not need a training 
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sample. However, it needs to define parameters well for both algorithms. RANSAC and DBSCAN 

algorithms have parameters to do the segmentation. Both algorithms were implemented using Open3D 

created by Zhou et al. [26], so the parameters will follow the documentation. RANSAC parameter’s 

distance_threshold represents the distance threshold from a point into a plane to be stated as inlier, ransac_n 

shows how many points are used to make a plane segment and num_iteration shows how many iterations will 

be done.  

While parameters for DBSCAN are eps that represent the distance between points that needed to 

state in one plane and min_points represent the minimum number of points in one plane. Each parameter of 

RANSAC and DBSCAN need to configure first and well-defined to acquire accurate segmentation result. In 

this research, parameters for RANSAC are distance_threshold 0.1, ransac_n 3, and num_iteration 1000. The 

distance between points can be measured, interpolated, or known from scan sampling resolution. The number 

of minimum points used to make a plane is 3 because it is enough points to make a plane. While the number 

of iterations can be acquired from the formula or calculated, also from trial and error. While parameters for 

DBSCAN are d_threshold 0.1 and min_point 10. The process is run iteratively in a specific range until all 

point cloud data in the area is segmented. The workflow algorithm for RANSAC and DBSCAN is shown in 

Figure 2. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Algorithm workflow  
 

 

Automatic segmentation is done using RANSAC and DBSCAN algorithms. RANSAC is a model-

fitting algorithm where it fits point cloud data into a primitive shape such as a plane, sphere, and rectangle. In 

one iteration of the RANSAC algorithm it will segment one plane so to segment n plane inside a room, it 

needs n repeat of RANSAC. It is done using a looping algorithm inside the script (Figure 3). RANSAC is 

used to segment point clouds with repetition or in looping to acquire sufficient planes inside the room. 

Remains of the point cloud after the first looping is input to the next looping process. For one loop it will 

segment one plane, the rest of the unsegmented point cloud is used in the next loop to acquire another 

segment, and so on until n segment is received and the final rest of data is considered as outlier or noise in 

data. So, the result of RANSAC is inliers and outliers where inliers are the plane consisting of segmentation 

plane results while outliers are noise and point cloud data that are not fit with any plane. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Segmentation process  
 

 

After segmentation, there are quality control (QC) steps in aim to keep and ensure the quality of the 

segmented result is correct and accurate. There are two QC used in this research, geometric QC and attribute 

QC. Geometric QC is used to ensure geometric of the point cloud is accurate. It was checked with a 

comparison between real-world geometry and segmented point cloud geometry. The difference between them 

was then calculated to find root mean square error (RMSE). The formula of RMSE is shown in (1): 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √∑
(𝑦�̂�−𝑦𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑛
𝑖=1  (1) 
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Where 𝑦�̂� represents segmented geometry, 𝑦𝑖  represent ground truth geometry and 𝑛 is number of samples. 

While the attribute QC is used to check the correctness of the attribute after segmentation. It was checked 

with a comparison between ground truth and segmented point cloud. The ground truth image as the 

comparison was taken as a photo, then the segmented point cloud was compared with the ground truth 

visually. The process is done using a confusion matrix to compare real attributes or the ground truth with the 

predicted attribute after segmentation. This research uses 50 samples distributed in five rooms for both QC. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Point cloud processing aims to segment the point cloud automatically so as a result, it is grouped 

into five indoor classes. Segmentation is done using RANSAC and DBSCAN to segment all point cloud data 

in five rooms in the research location. The analyzing process aims to find the effectivity of both algorithms in 

huge and complex rooms, continued with quality control after segmentation. 

 

3.1.  Automatic segmentation result 

The process of automatic segmentation from indoor point cloud data is done by using RANSAC and 

DBSCAN algorithms. Both algorithms have a parameter that needs to be defined before segmenting the point 

cloud data. After experimenting with the parameters, the distance_threshold parameter plays an important 

role in the process. The parameter is the reason to define which inliers, segmented plane, and outliers. The 

smaller the value of distance_threshold, the more outliers remain, because the required distance between 

points to form inliers becomes smaller. Conversely, the larger the distance_threshold value, it easier to form 

the segments, because the required distance between points to form inliers becomes larger, as shown in 

Figure 4. The use of this parameter then needs to be defined and configured precisely before doing the 

segmentation process. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Effect of difference distance_threshold for segmentation result 
 
 

For each RANSAC inlier or segmented plane, then DBSCAN will do the refinement by removing 

the lines that split planes creating a clear and smooth segmented result. However, it does not depend on 

training data due both of them are unsupervised algorithms, which gives advantages for fast processes. For 

each room, the process for RANSAC and DBSCAN to automatically segment the point cloud data is quite 

fast. It shows time efficiency for the process. RANSAC algorithm does not require complex optimization or 

high memory resources, which makes it efficient compared with other algorithms [11]. The use of RANSAC 

and DBSCAN is efficient in time to segment point cloud data, because of its simplicity but effective in 

determining the segments inside. Figure 5 shows the result of automatic segmentation using this method, 

where the left shows the ground truth and the right shows the predicted results.  

The result of automatic segmentation is then saved into polygon file format (PLY) to be visualized. 

For each room, the number of segmented planes or inliers varies from six to eight segments, representing the 

number of classes also noises or outliers that are excluded from any classes. The segmentation process is 

done room per room due to the different sizes and complexity of each room. The result shows that the 

simpler room is more accurately segmented compared with complex rooms. For classes after segmentation, 

an indoor structure such as a wall and ceiling gets predicted well compared with other classes. The reason for 

this is that the RANSAC works on fitting the point cloud data into a specific geometry, while for walls and 

ceilings, it is easier to segment due to their shape being flat already. The result is accordance with Sanchez 

and Zakhor [27] that RANSAC works more accurately for indoor structural. However, wrong-defined 

parameters still create errors in segmentation. 

The use of DBSCAN to group the inliers detected into a segmented point cloud has been proven 

effective and efficient due to fast and accurate segmentation results. The use of DBSCAN makes the user not 

need to explicitly define several segments, avoiding segmentation restricted or limited a k number of planes 

only. It differs from another segmentation or classification such as the K-means or k-nearest neighbors 
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(KNN) algorithm needs a k fix number of clusters to do the process. The use of DBSCAN in this research 

also overcomes the inconsistency density of point cloud acquired with low-cost TLS, by separating dense 

regions of point cloud data with low density of noise and outliers. While KNN probably may struggle to 

handle different densities in point cloud data. In addition, the point cloud data has suffered from noise due to 

being scanned with low-cost instruments, where the DBSCAN is suitable due to its robustness to detect and 

determine noises. 

With the advantage of time processing or efficiency, the method to use RANSAC and DBSCAN for 

point cloud segmentation can be used for several indoor applications such as the preliminary indoor model 

for indoor navigation. The unsupervised method gives this method the advantage of depending on training 

data. It is a robust algorithm and particularly useful when dealing with noisy data such as point clouds. 

However, the parameters need to be well configured before starting the segmentation process. It also needs 

another advanced algorithm whenever need to complex geometric indoor structures. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Automatic segmentation result using RANSAC and DBSCAN 

 

 

3.2.  Segmentation for large and complex rooms 

Segmentation for a large room is done by splitting the room into several parts first and automatically 

segmenting each part. The reason to split the large room is its limited ability of used machine learning 

algorithms to directly segment large rooms. If RANSAC and DBSCAN algorithms are used to segment large 

rooms directly, the segmentation result is not correct or does not represent real plane indoor. Segmentation 

results in a large room directly making segmented planes into many clusters. An example is ground truth is 

one wall but predicted as several walls. This error of segmentation was caused by the distance_threshold 

parameter in RANSAC that was not represented correctly due large room, causing a false segmentation 

result. The solution is to divide the large room into several parts and each of them is segmented 

automatically. 

From segmentation results in the large rooms show that the algorithms used in this research, 

RANSAC, and DBSCAN are ineffective to segment point clouds in a large room. The strategy is to pre-

process the point cloud data by dividing it into smaller parts. For each part then segmentation, but this 

strategy needs more time due to taking longer pre-processing time to split and divide the data into a smaller 

area. This means inefficient time to use the algorithms for large rooms.  

Besides the size of the room, the complexity factor or level of detail also affects the segmentation 

result, as shown in Figure 6. This research uses five rooms where each of which represents a different detail. 

Level of detail (LoD) is commonly used to represent different details of buildings where LoD1 represents the 

simplest one and otherwise LoD5 represents the complex room. However, LoD terms in this research do not 

relate to CityGML LoD, because it does not acquire outdoor or outside parts of the rooms. The LoD used 

means different complexity of the rooms inside, aim to simplify analysis process of finding effectivity of 

machine learning algorithm from simple to detailed rooms. 

LoD1 in this research is represented by a small rectangular room, filled with a little interior of chairs 

and tables. LoD2 is represented by a combine shape room, a combination of rectangle and trapezium also 

filled with a table and chair. LoD3 is represented by a corridor or long room, a combination of many shapes 

but there is no interior inside. LoD4 is represented by a lobby that is large and full of the interior. LoD5 also 

has huge geometry with many columns spread across the rooms and interiors. For LoD1 until LoD3, the 

algorithms successfully segment the point cloud, separate ceiling, wall, floor, and interior, meanwhile, it is 
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inaccurate to segment for LoD4 and LoD5. RANSAC and DBSCAN successfully segment simple LoD and 

inaccurate for complex LoD. This algorithm has limitations that cannot be used to segment complex rooms 

[1], [11], [27]. The solution proposed from this research is to split or divide the rooms into smaller parts and 

do segmentation for each part. The purpose of dividing the complex rooms is to simplify the rooms so 

algorithms can segment them correctly. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Segmentation result for simple and complex rooms 

 

 

3.3.  Quality control result 

Geometric QC aims to ensure geometric of the segmented point cloud is accurate. The process of 

geometric QC is to compare real-world geometry such as the length and width of a room with model geometry. 

Real-world geometry was measured with measured tape while model geometry was measured with a ruler tool 

in CloudCompare. The difference between real-world geometry and model geometry is then calculated 

statistically to find the maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation, and RMSE as shown in Table 1. 
 

 

Table 1. Statistic of geometric quality control result 
Statistic result Value (cm) 

Maximum difference 4.3 
Minimum difference 0.1 

Mean difference 2.3 

Deviation difference 2.5 
RMSE 2.5 

 

 

Table 1 shows that the difference between real-world geometry and model geometry is very small. 

In other words, the model has accurate geometry. The maximum difference found in 50 samples of geometry 

is only 4 cm and the minimum is 0.1 cm. It shows very little difference between them. The mean, standard 

deviation and RMSE are relatively the same in approximation ±2 cm. It shows the high accuracy of the 

model where the difference with real-world is in centimeter fractions. From this QC then concluded that the 

model has the correct scale, shape, and geometry. To elaborate, this geometric QC is heavily dependent on: 

- Point cloud acquisition instrument used. The accuracy of this instrument is affecting the accuracy of 

point cloud results. Low-cost TLS used in this research has 1 cm accuracy. 

- Georeferencing accuracy. This process also can create errors while georeferencing due to the process being 

done manually where an operator must select a tie point located in a dataset consisting of millions of points. 

- Accuracy of geometric QC instrument, that is measured tape in this measured is 1 mm. 

- Accuracy of model measurement in CloudCompare, because it is done manually to select which point 

to start and end of measured geometry. 

Attribute QC aims to check correctness after the segmentation process. It is checked using a 

confusion matrix to compare ground truth and after segmentation. For this QC, 108 samples have been 

chosen from 5 rooms divided into 5 classes according to classes for segmentation. Matrix confusion can be 

calculated by comparing ground truth attribute and class after segmentation. Although it is attributed to QC, 

content that is checked in the model is whether the point cloud is segmented into different segments or not. 

From attribute QC, it receives 80.56% overall accuracy where 87 samples are correct from 108 

samples. It shows that the segmentation process generally is correct, and the point cloud data is well 

segmented. It also concludes that RANSAC and DBSCAN can effectively segment point clouds for indoor. 

Classes like ceiling have 100% user accuracy means all samples of those classes are correct. Producer 

accuracy of ceiling class is also high at 88%. Another accurate segment is wall and floor, which means for a 

simple object that has a primitive shape (plane) is accurately segmented. This is because the concept of 

RANSAC fits the point cloud into a plane model to segment. 

Compared with another unsupervised algorithm, the use of RANSAC and DBSCAN in this research has 

proven more effective and efficient. For comparison, the research data was segmented with two other unsupervised 
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segmentation algorithms, K-means and spectral clustering. The K-means algorithm is simpler and easier to 

implement compared with DBSCAN. DBSCAN is more complicated than K-means [28], but it makes the 

DBSCAN can be used more powerful to segment point cloud data compared with K-means. Figure 7 shows a 

comparison of the segmentation results of this research algorithm with K-means showing the inability of K-means 

to segment indoor elements such as walls. The walls of the room are segmented into two or more clusters with  

K-means, while DBSCAN successfully groups the point cloud in one wall into one group cluster. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Segmentation results with RANSAC plus DBSCAN and K-means 

 

 

On the other side, the use of spectral clustering is not efficient due to the time processes taking a very 

long time, up to minutes while the use of DBSCAN works in seconds. Segmentation results with the Spectral 

Clustering algorithm also were not accurate as expected, showing RANSAC and DBSCAN used in this research 

outperforms both popular unsupervised algorithms. The use of RANSAC and DBSCAN is effective in this 

research due to their robustness to noise and outliers, remembering the point cloud data used in this research was 

acquired using low-cost TLS which has many noises and density inconsistencies in the dataset. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on research and processing data, point cloud acquired using low-cost TLS has several 

limitations such as diverse pattern and distribution, also has a lot of noise. For that, the point cloud needs to 

be well pre-processed before being used as input for the automatic segmentation process. This become one of 

the disadvantages of the automatic process where the pre-processing stage is needing more time to prepare 

the data. From the research to automate point cloud segmentation using RANSAC and DBSCAN algorithms, 

it is known that both algorithms can have maximum use to segment small and less detailed indoor point 

clouds. While for large and complex indoor point cloud data, it still has issues with false segmentation. The 

strategy is to divide the large room into smaller parts and segment per partition. From control quality results 

show high accuracy, both for geometric accuracy and attribute accuracy after segmentation showing that this 

machine learning algorithm is effective in several use or condition for point cloud automatic segmentation. 
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